Mastoid Vibration Reduces Ipsilesional Shift of Subjective Visual Horizontal in Patients with Acute Stage of Unilateral Vestibulopathy
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Background and Objectives: To investigate effect of the vibration on subjective visual horizontal (SVH) in patients with acute stage of unilateral vestibulopathy. Subjects and Methods: Twenty-five unilateral vestibulopathy patients which analyzed into 42 cases at different time points and suffered from spinning vertigo for more than 24 hours without hearing loss and neurologic abnormality were enrolled. Thirteen subjects with spontaneous nystagmus (>3 degree/sec; averaged symptom onset <1 week) at the time of SVH measurement were classified into the acute unilateral vestibulopathy group (aVU). The other 29 subjects without spontaneous nystagmus were classified into the compensated vestibulopathy group (cVU). SVH was performed with vibration at either mastoid or sternocleidomastoid muscle. Results: In the analysis of overall subjects, vibration did not significantly change the degree of shift of SVH. However, analyzed by group, the shift of SVH with vibration at ipsilesional mastoid was significantly decreased than baseline in aVU (p<0.05). The shift of SVH with vibration at contralesional mastoid was significantly increased than baseline in cVU (p=0.05). Conclusions: The shift of SVH due to vibration in acute stage of unilateral vestibulopathy showed reduction of the shift, while in compensated stage showed increase of the shift.
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Introduction

Visual orientation is provided by delicate integration of three major information which are derived from vision, vestibular organs, and proprioception. The loss of balance between two vestibular systems of each ear results in distortion of visual orientation, which could be assessed by subjective visual horizontal (SVH). Since Friedmann [1] introduced clinical application of subjective visual vertical (SVV) in peripheral vestibulopathy patients, SVV and SVH have been used in many dizziness clinics because of the simple test procedure and inexpensive equipment needed. Several studies reported that SVV deviates toward the ipsilesional side in vestibulopathy patients, and normal variation of the SVV has been reported within 1 to 3 degree [1-3]. The normal variation of the SVH also reported within 2 to 3 degree [4,5]. Moreover, Liu, et al. [4] reported that unilateral vestibular neuritis patients showed statistically significant improvement of SVH, SVV after rehabilitation.

However decreased shift after compensation has put a limitation on SVH for clinical usage for detecting vestibular imbalance at any given states. Karlberg, et al. [6] showed vibration method partly overcome this limitation in chronic unilateral vestibular deficits and suggested vibration can improve sensitivity of test. They showed applying vibration to mastoid bone and sternocleidomastoid muscle (SCM) on either side increased SVH shift to lesion side with greatest shift on ipsilesional SCM (IS). They explained this phenomenon with a theory of direct vibratory stimulation of intact vestibular receptors. But, we have observed some patients who showed less shift...
with vibration compared to baseline value in acute stage of unilateral vestibulopathy.

As far as we know, vibration on SVH during acute stage of unilateral vestibulopathy has not been reported yet. Therefore, we measured SVH to investigate effect of the vibration on SVH in patients with unilateral peripheral vestibulopathy in both the acute and compensated stage.

**Subjects and Methods**

**Patients**

Twenty five unilateral vestibulopathy patients (19 right-sided and 6 left-sided) who visited our clinic from 2009 to 2010 with a result of SVH test with vibration were enrolled. The 25 patients displayed typical peripheral vestibular weakness both in clinical manifestations and vestibular function test including SVH with vibration. Twenty-three patients had vestibular neuritis, one patient had iatrogenic vestibular weakness after surgery for vestibular schwannoma, and one patient had temporal bone fracture induced vestibular hypofunction. The 15 men and 10 women had a mean age of 47.6 (range, 32–70) years. They all complained of spinning vertigo for more than 24 hours without hearing loss or neurologic abnormality.

In several patients we were able to measure spontaneous nystagmus and SVH with vibration at different time sequences during the compensation process. We considered data at different time points in the same patient as separate cases. Thus, we obtained 42 cases for analysis. Thirteen cases with spontaneous nystagmus (>3 degree/sec; averaged symptom onset <1 week) at the time of SVH measurement were classified in the acute unilateral vestibulopathy group (aVU). The other 29 cases without spontaneous (<3 degree/sec; averaged symptom onset >1 week) nystagmus were classified in the compensated vestibulopathy group (cVU).

**Vibration stimulus**

We used a hand-held vibrator (VVIB 100; Synapsys, Marseille, France) with a fixed frequency of 100 Hz, an amplitude of 0.1 mm, and a round contact surface (diameter 2.0 cm). Two anatomical sites were vibrated, the mastoid bone, and neck muscle. The mastoid bone behind the external ear canal was vibrated and vibrator was held in position by hand. For vibrations of the neck muscles, SCM was chosen based on previous report [6,7]. To standardize the location of SCM vibration, the belly of the SCM and the mastoid bone were palpated during active muscle contraction, and a point on the muscle belly 50 mm below the tip of the mastoid bone was vibrated [ipsilesional mastoid (IM); contralesional mastoid (CM); IS; contralesional SCM (CS)] (Fig. 1) [6].

**SVH measurement**

Patients were seated in a dark room with upright position without head rest and asked to set light illuminating bar (80 cm long, 2 cm wide) in front of patients at a distance of 1.5 meters. The neck rest could be adjusted in the vertical and anterior-posterior directions to fit every subject. Control kit was prepared for patients to rotate the bar in a roll plane until they set the subjective horizontal. Baseline SVH measurement was done twice for each preset angle (clockwise 45°, counterclockwise 45°). Then, each patient was performed the SVH test with vibration applied both mastoid and SCM. Mean value of each test condition (4 values for baseline, 2 values for vibration test) was used for analysis. There was no time limit for finishing each test, so that patients took enough time for setting visual horizontal with confidence.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 18.0 for Windows (PASW Statistics; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. The results were expressed in means ± standard errors. A Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied to compare the groups.
Data are presented as mean ± SD. SVH: subjective visual horizontal, SN: spontaneous nystagmus, SCM: sternocleidomastoid muscle.

Table 1. Baseline and vibration-induced shift of SVH in group (p-value)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Ipsilesional side</th>
<th>Contralesional side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mastoid</td>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>Mastoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall(n=42)</td>
<td>4.05 ± 3.63°</td>
<td>3.53 ± 2.94° (0.11)</td>
<td>4.49 ± 3.42° (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute stage-SN (n=13)</td>
<td>8.01 ± 4.05°</td>
<td>6.24 ± 2.47° (0.01)</td>
<td>7.68 ± 3.60° (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensative stage-SN (n=29)</td>
<td>2.28 ± 1.34°</td>
<td>2.32 ± 2.26° (0.90)</td>
<td>3.05 ± 2.17° (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Part I. Overall analysis

Only 23 cases had caloric tests performed on the same day as the SVH and 4 cases were excluded due to inconsistency between the lesion side and canal paresis side. The canal paresis was 66.1 ± 29.0, 32.2 ± 50.0% in the aVU group and cVU group, respectively. However, the canal paresis was not significantly correlated with the shift of SVH (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.351, p = 0.140). Almost all (41/42; 98%) of the patients had lesion side shift, with one patient (2%) displaying contralateral shift. In the analysis of overall subjects (including both aVU and cVU), vibration did not significantly change the degree of shift of SVH. Without vibration it was 4.05 ± 3.63° and with vibration at IM and IS it was 3.53 ± 2.94° (p = 0.110) and 4.49 ± 3.42° (p = 0.150), respectively; the difference between the two was -0.52 and +0.44°. Also, without vibration it was 4.05 ± 3.63° and with vibration at CM and CS it was 4.32 ± 3.67° (p = 0.286) and 4.13 ± 3.91°, respectively (p = 0.733); the difference between the two was +0.27 and +0.08° (Table 1). There was no significant change according to vibration location and side. These results suggest that vibration of both side and either location do not provoke the hidden vestibular dysfunction or increase the lesion shift (Fig. 2).

Part II. Separate group analysis (aVU vs. cVU)

In the analysis of aVU (with spontaneous nystagmus), without vibration it was 8.01 ± 4.05° and with vibration at IM and IS it was 6.24 ± 2.47° and 7.68 ± 3.60°, respectively, and difference between the two was -1.77 and -0.33. Without vibration it was 8.01 ± 4.05° and with vibration at CM and CS it was 7.49 ± 3.96° and 8.17 ± 4.12°, respectively, and difference between the two was -0.52 and +0.16 in the aVU group (Table 1). The shift of SVH with vibration at IM was significantly decreased compared to baseline in the aVU group (p = 0.009). The shift of SVH with vibration at IS and CM showed decreasing tendency after vibration, but no significant differences were found at those locations in the aVU group (p = 0.358 and 0.197). There were no case that the direction of nystagmus changed after the vibration.

As to the results from cVU (no spontaneous nystagmus), without vibration it was 2.28 ± 1.34° and with vibration at IM...
and IS it was $2.32 \pm 2.26^\circ$ and $3.05 \pm 2.17^\circ$, respectively, and difference between the two was $+0.04$ and $+0.77$. Also, without vibration it was $2.28 \pm 1.34^\circ$ and with vibration at CM and CS it was $2.90 \pm 2.50^\circ$ and $2.32 \pm 2.03^\circ$, respectively, and difference between the two was $+0.62$ and $+0.04$ in the cVU group (Table 1). The shift of SVH with vibration at CM was significantly increased compared to baseline in cVU ($p=0.049$) (Fig. 3). The shift of SVH with vibration at IS showed increasing tendency after vibration, with a marginal level of significance ($p=0.056$).

Vibration at IM displayed a significant reduction of the shift of SVH in aVU. On the other hand, vibration at IS and CM showed significant or near-significant increase of the shift of SVH in cVU (Fig. 4A). The shift of SVH was decreased by up to 7 degree (Fig. 4B).

In this study, there was a representative case changed from aVU group to cVU group. In the aVU (with spontaneous nystagmus), without vibration it was 6.59° and with vibration at IM and IS it was 3.84° and 5.15°, respectively. Also, with vibration at CM and CS it was 6.3° and 6.76°, respectively. In the cVU, without vibration it was 2.07° and with vibration at IM and IS it was 2.28 and 1.9°, respectively. Also, with vibration at CM and CS it was 2.73 and 2.06°, respectively. In the aVU, the shift of SVH showed decreasing tendency after vibration, and the vibration at IM was the most decreased. In the cVU, the shift of SVH showed increasing tendency after vibration, and the vibration at CM was the most increased (Fig. 5).

![Fig. 3. Average difference between baseline shift of SVH and shift of SVH with each type vibration. Positive value means increased lesion side shift when tested and negative value means reduced lesion side shift. Vibration at in aVU and vibration at CM in cVU showed significantly changed. *$p<0.05$. SVH: subjective visual horizontal, aVU: acute unilateral vestibulopathy group, cVU: compensated vestibulopathy group, SCM: sternocleidomastoid muscle, CM: contralesional mastoid.](image3.png)

![Fig. 4. The shift of SVH with IM bone in separate group. During the vibration at IM, the shift of SVH in aVU tend to decrease, however the one in cVU showed a variety of results but mostly increasing (A). Histogram of the SVH difference value between baseline and SVH with vibration at IM in aVU (B). SVH: subjective visual horizontal, aVU: acute unilateral vestibulopathy group, cVU: compensated vestibulopathy group, IM: ipsilesional mastoid.](image4.png)

![Fig. 5. Representative case shows that vibration decreased SVH deviation in acute stage, but increased SVH deviation after compensation. SVH: subjective visual horizontal, aVU: acute unilateral vestibulopathy group, cVU: compensated vestibulopathy group, IM: ipsilesional mastoid, IS: ipsilesional SCM, CM: contralesional mastoid, CS: contralesional SCM, SCM: sternocleidomastoid muscle.](image5.png)
Vibration can stimulate bilateral labyrinth and activate vestibular receptors [8]. It has been reported that vibratory stimulus of the head and neck could induce nystagmus in patients with vestibular disorders while it could not induce nystagmus in normal people [9]. The asymmetric signals derived from the unilateral vestibulopathy affect the midbrain and evoke distinguishing ocular movements, such as vibration-induced nystagmus (VIN). Vibration with frequencies above 80 Hz delivered to the heads of squirrel monkeys was reported to excite the semicircular canal (SCC) and otolith afferents [8]. Another study showed that air-conduction sound activate vestibular receptors of otoliths, mostly macula of saccule [10]. Curthoys, et al. [11] showed that low-intensity 500 Hz bone-conducted vibration activate a high proportion of otolith irregular neurons from the utricular and saccular maculae but few SCC neurons. Therefore, when the vibration directly stimulates the vestibular system, the responsible organ is regarded as otolith organs.

Vibration activates the vestibular system and the proprioceptive system of the neck, especially primary muscle spindle afferents. As vibratory stimulation to the neck muscle can stimulate the proprioceptive system, ocular movement like VIN might be evoked by a signal from the proprioceptors of the neck muscle [9]. The neck afferent signals provide information of head position, and the cervical proprioceptive system is especially important for body orientation [12,13]. Several studies have demonstrated that stimulation of the cervical proprioceptive system by vibration leads to the displacement of subjective straight visual ahead [14-16].

The vestibular imbalance is readjusted by central compensation, which involves multiple mechanisms, such as adaptation, habituation and substitution. In vestibulopathy patients, proprioception and vision may substitute for parts of the missing vestibular input to sub-serve the insufficient compensation. Strupp, et al. [12] found an increase in muscle spindle input following unilateral vestibular lesion. Therefore, the neck muscle vibration with vestibulopathy patients can affect more displacement of the subjective visual straight ahead than normal subjects.

The stimulus from neck and mastoid can affect both proprioceptive system of neck and vestibular system. On the other hand, the proprioceptive system and vestibular system influence each other. The proprioceptive system in neck is linked to the vestibular system and ocular system for the purpose of maintaining equilibrium and control eye movements [9]. Karanath, et al. [15] reported that when vestibular stimulation (caloric test with ice water) and neck muscle vibration were combined at the same time, their effect was linearly combined either by summation or by cancellation. The SCM is attached to the end of the mastoid process, and vibration in one part may influence the other parts. So, the any part of vibration possibly activates both vestibular and proprioceptive system.

A high correlation was found between the shifts in horizontal eye position and subjective straight-ahead position induced by neck vibration in vestibular neuritis [12]. Another study reported that vibration applied to the head or neck increase the shift of SVV in chronic unilateral vestibular deficits [6]. The authors suggested that sensitivity of the SVH to chronic unilateral vestibular deficits can be improved by applying vibration to the head or neck [6]. Karlberg, et al. [7] reported that vibration-induced shift of the SVH can be explained by the vibration-induced ocular torsion and the magnitude of which is related to the extent of unilateral vertical SCC deficit or otolithic deficit, or both. In our study, shift of SVH due to vibration with IS and CM in compensated stage showed the significant increase of shift of SVH. Similar with these prior reports, our data also suggests the possibility that vibration could enhance the shift of SVH in cVU patients.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that SVH with vibration to the mastoid bone or SCM was performed in aVU group. Unlike with previous study for chronic vestibular deficits, the shift of SVV due to vibration was decreased in aVU. In particular, the shifts of SVH due to vibration at IM were significantly smaller than baseline. The reduction of the vibration-induced shift of SVH with aVU is assumed as a result of ocular torsion in the opposite direction during vibration.

We consider three possible explanations for result that vibration reduce the lesion side shift of SVH in acute stage of unilateral vestibulopathy. First, the vibration at uncompensated stage may activate the remaining lesion side utricular function and evoked torsional shift to healthy side. Second, in the case of vestibulopathy selectively involving superior division, vibration may activate ipsilesional posterior SCC and evoked eye torsional shift to healthy side. Third, the vibration at mastoid and SCM may activate neck proprioceptive system and affected the reducing the lesion side shift. Through this hypothesis, the shift of SVH to affected side can be decreased during vibration. Conversely, in compensative vestibulopathy, shift of SVH due to vibration is increased as previous study reported.

However, there are some limitations of this study. First, we could not demonstrate difference of SVH results according to extents of involved SCC, because we did not assess the SCC function separately. Second, the presence and severity of VIN may have affected the results. In addition, we considered data at different time points in the same patient as separate cases.
and these may have caused error.

In conclusion, the shift of SVH due to vibration in aVU showed the significant decrease of shift of SVH when the vibration is applied on IM, and shift of SVH due to vibration in compensated stage showed the significant increase of shift of SVH when the vibration is applied on IS and CM.
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